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Abstract 14 
The objective of this study was to characterize the rheology of a pharmaceutical material in 15 
the context of the µ(I)-rheology model and to use this model to predict powder flow in a 16 
manufacturing operation that is relevant to pharmaceutical manufacturing.  The rheology of 17 
microcrystalline cellulose spheres was therefore characterized in terms of the μ(I)-rheology 18 
model using a modified Malvern Kinexus rheometer.  As an example of an important 19 
problem in pharmaceutical manufacturing, the flow of these particles from a hopper was 20 
studied experimentally and numerically using a continuum Navier-Stokes solver based on the 21 
Volume-Of-Fluid (VOF) interface-capturing numerical method. The work shows that the 22 
rheology of this typical pharmaceutical material can be measured using a modified annular 23 
shear rheometer and that the results can be interpreted in terms of the μ(I)-rheology model.  24 
It is demonstrated that both the simulation results and the experimental data show a 25 
constant hopper discharge rate. It is noted that the model can suffer from ill-posedness and 26 
it is shown how an increasingly fine grid resolution can result in predictions that are not 27 
entirely physically realistic. This shortcoming of the numerical framework implies that 28 
caution is required when making a one-to-one comparison with experimental data. 29 
 30 
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1. Introduction 35 
Flow and discharge of powders in process vessels are well known to give rise to significant 36 
handling problems in a range of processes, for example in the pharmaceutical, mineral, 37 
chemical and food industries. Common problems include ratholing, arching in silos during 38 
discharge, blockage of pipes during powder transport, and agglomeration or caking.  While 39 
predictive tools for powder flow are available in special cases, a quantitative description of 40 
powder flow that is generally applicable is still missing.  The current understanding of the 41 
different flow regimes in such systems is therefore largely empirical as the granular state is 42 
rather difficult to characterize, it being neither liquid nor solid and sharing some aspects of 43 
both (Campbell, 2006).   44 
When modeling powder flow, one may choose to view the powder as a solid or a fluid and 45 
thus use methods based on either solid or fluid mechanics.  A considerable amount of work 46 
has been carried out to quantitatively predict powder flow in, for example, hoppers and 47 
blenders (Zheng and Yu, 2015a, 2015b; Zheng et al., 2017a, 2017b; Bai et al., 2017; Liu et al., 48 
2018a, 2018b) using methods that have been developed from a solid mechanics background. 49 
A comparable amount of work has also been carried out using the discrete element method 50 
(see e.g. Anand et al., 2008, 2009; Ketterhagen et al. 2009; Persson et al., 2011), which is 51 
conceptually straightforward and therefore very attractive.  However, discrete element 52 
methods are usually difficult to apply to systems of interest in the pharmaceutical industry 53 
since the number of particles for these systems is very large and the associated 54 
computational effort then is too high. To this end, hybrid methods such as the dense 55 
discrete phase model (Popoff and Braun, 2007; Chen and Wang, 2014), in which particles are 56 
still tracked in a Lagrangian framework, but their collisions modelled using concepts from the 57 
Kinetic Theory of Granular Flow, have been introduced in a number of applications.  In 58 
addition, coarse-grained discrete element methods have been used to simulate systems of 59 
many small particles replacing a group of original particles by a significantly larger (pseudo) 60 
particle (Bierwish et al., 2009; Queteschiner et al., 2018). 61 
We are ultimately interested in modeling the flow of powders in processes that are relevant 62 
to commercial pharmaceutical manufacturing operations. Since these operations involve 63 
large quantities of powders with a particle size that is on the order of 100 micron, some form 64 
of continuum model is preferred. For particles in this size range aerodynamic forces play an 65 
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important role and it is thus natural to select a modeling approach that is based upon a fluid 66 
mechanics description of powder flow.  67 
Recently, there has been renewed interest in developing a predictive capability for powder 68 
or granular flows. This research has to a great extent relied on numerical simulations of 69 
systems with small numbers of particles using discrete element methods (e.g. Chialvo et al., 70 
2012; da Cruz et al., 2005; Hatano, 2007) to formulate continuum-level constitutive relations 71 
for powders (Jop et al., 2006). In particular, the model of Jop et al. (2006), which has become 72 
known as the  (I)-rheology model, has been used to correctly predict velocity profiles in 73 
complex three-dimensional flows (Jop et al. 2006).  The  (I)-rheology model has since been 74 
generalized (Chialvo et al., 2012) and successfully used in a nontrivial powder mechanics 75 
context to describe situations ranging from the collapse of a granular column (Dunatunga 76 
and Kamrin, 2015) to the flow in bubbling fluidized beds (Farzaneh et al., 2015; 77 
Schneiderbauer et al., 2012).   The  (I)-rheology model has also been extended to include 78 
cohesive powders (e.g. Berger et al., 2015; Khamseh et al., 2015; Rognon et al., 2008) and 79 
effects of non-local momentum transfer (Kamrin and Koval, 2012; Henann and Kamrin, 80 
2013).  The latter extension to include non-local rheology is noteworthy since it represents 81 
the first time that a continuum model was used to correctly predict the flow pattern in a 82 
split-bottom annular shear cell (Henann and Kamrin, 2013).   83 
In the µ(I)-rheology model, which was developed for simple granular materials composed of 84 
nearly identical spherical particles interacting only via dry solid contacts, the tangential 85 
stress is proportional to the normal stress via the effective friction coefficient via 86 
       .      (1), 87 
where τ is the shear stress, P is the normal stress, and µ(I) is the effective friction coefficient, 88 
which depends on the inertial number, I.  The inertial number is defined as 89 
  
  
    
,      (2), 90 
where    is the shear rate, d is the particle diameter, and ρ is the particle density.  Several 91 
suggestions for the dependence of the effective friction coefficient on the inertial number 92 
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have been made, including the one by Jop et al. (2006) in which the effective friction 93 
coefficient is expressed as 94 
        
     
  
 
  
,     (3), 95 
where μS and μ2 are, respectively, the friction coefficients at very low and very high inertial 96 
numbers and I0 is a constant.  The µ(I) -rheology model does not explicitly include material 97 
elasticity or plasticity or the effects of a particle size or shape distribution.  Instead, all 98 
aspects of the material are included in the model parameters μS, μ2, and I0, which thus can 99 
be expected to be material-dependent.  The fact that the model can be used to describe 100 
granular flows using only a few parameters that are, at least conceptually, straightforward to 101 
measure in an independent experiment obviously makes it quite attractive. 102 
The inertial number can be understood as a dimensionless shear rate that expresses the 103 
relationship between the time scale for particle rearrangements due to the confining 104 
pressure and the time scale for deformation by the mean flow (GDR Midi, 2004).  The inertial 105 
number thus characterizes the local rapidity of the flow and allows for a classification of flow 106 
regimes.  As the inertial number increases, the average contact time decreases and the 107 
material dilates.  For I < 0.01, the material is in the quasi-static regime, in which it can be 108 
described as an elasto-plastic solid (Andreotti et al., 2013) while for I > 0.1 the material 109 
approaches the collisional regime that can be described by the kinetic theory of granular 110 
flow (Campbell, 1990).  The intermediate regime (0.01 < I < 0.1) corresponds to dense flows 111 
where the material is above its flow threshold but in a liquid-like rather than gas-like state.  112 
One may also view the inertial number as the ratio of collisional to total stress.  As an 113 
alternative to the inertial number, one may characterize this ratio using the Savage number 114 
(Savage and Hutter, 1989) or the Coulomb number (Ancey et al., 1999), both of which are 115 
the square of the inertial number.    116 
The introduction of the  (I)-rheology model was a breakthrough in the effort to develop a 117 
continuum-level framework aimed at describing the wide variety of behaviors that granular 118 
flows can exhibit. Despite the importance of powder flow predictions in pharmaceutical 119 
manufacturing, no powder that is of interest in the pharmaceutical industry has been 120 
characterized in the context of the µ(I)-rheology model.  The objective of this study is 121 
therefore to characterize a pharmaceutical material in the context of this model and to use 122 
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the resulting characterization to simulate a flow problem that is important in pharmaceutical 123 
manufacturing.  We therefore characterize VIVAPUR MCC Spheres 500, a material that is of 124 
great value in the pharmaceutical industry (for e.g. multiple-unit pellet systems), to obtain 125 
model parameters for the (I)-rheology model.  We then carry out hydrodynamic 126 
predictions based upon this model using the interface-capturing Volume-Of-Fluid (VOF) 127 
numerical framework for the important case of hopper discharge. The results from the 128 
simulations are compared with experimental data on the same system.  Although the 129 
VIVAPUR MCC Spheres 500 have a particle size that is larger than most pharmaceutical 130 
excipients, it is a suitable material for this initial work since the particle size is large enough 131 
that aerodynamic effects can be expected to be small compared to the frictional effects that 132 
are described by the (I)-rheology model. 133 
 134 
2. Material and methods 135 
 136 
2.1. Material characterization 137 
The material used in this study is microcrystalline cellulose spheres (VIVAPUR MCC Spheres 138 
500, JRS PHARMA GmbH & Co. KG, Germany).  The bulk density was determined according 139 
to Method 1 of the European Pharmacopoeia (2018).   140 
SEM images were obtained using a Hitachi TM3030Plus Tabletop microscope (Hitachi High-141 
Technologies Corporation, Ichiga, Japan).  The particle size and shape distribution were 142 
determined using a Camsizer X2 optical particle size and shape analyzer (Retsch Technology, 143 
Haan, Germany).  As measures of particle shape, the sphericity or circularity (Cox, 1927) and 144 
the aspect ratio are used. 145 
 146 
2.2. Steady shear experiments under confinement pressure 147 
The flow properties of the MCC spheres were experimentally characterized using a modified 148 
Malvern Kinexus rheometer (see Figure 1) following the procedure suggested by Fall et al. 149 
(2015).  In this procedure, the sample is poured and compacted by repeatedly tapping it in 150 
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an annular shear cell with inner and outer radii of 21 and 45 mm.  The filling height of the 151 
annulus is adjustable from approximately 3 mm to approximately 25 mm.  152 
 153 
Figure 1: Sketch of a modified Malvern Kinexus rheometer used in this work for characterizing 154 
pharmaceutical powders (Fall et al., 2015). 155 
This normal stress-controlled annular apparatus is designed to carry out experiments in 156 
which the granular phase dilates or contracts, depending on the density necessary to 157 
support the confining pressure under the imposed shear rate. This gives instantaneous 158 
measurements of the driving shear stress and the gap for an imposed normal force and 159 
shear rate. The solid volume fraction is not fixed but adjusts to the imposed shear rate.  160 
Since the particles cannot escape from the shear cell, the solid volume can be measured.  161 
Instead of setting the gap size for a given experiment, a normal force (i.e. the normal 162 
confining stress) is imposed.  While shearing, the gap size is then varied in order to maintain 163 
the desired value of the normal force. 164 
In this work, experiments were carried out at room temperature (20° C) in an environment 165 
with the relative humidity of approximately 55%. After pouring the sample into the annular 166 
shear cell, the samples were left to equilibrate in this environment for approximately 2 hours 167 
before carrying out the experiments. A normal force of 2 N was applied to generate a 168 
confining normal pressure of 400 Pa and shear rates between 0.002 to 95 s-1 were then 169 
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explored.  No discernible change in the particle morphology was observed as a result of this 170 
experimental characterization. 171 
 172 
2.3. Determination of model parameters 173 
The parameters µS, µ2, and I0 are obtained by fitting the effective friction coefficient in 174 
Equation (3) to the experimentally determined friction coefficient using a classical least 175 
squares method for the range of inertial numbers that were explored.  Although not used in 176 
the prediction of hopper discharge in this work, the dependence of the solids volume 177 
fraction on the inertial number is also characterized.  The dependence of the solids volume 178 
fraction on the inertial number is modeled using the model suggested by da Cruz et al. 179 
(2005), 180 
                       (4), 181 
where ϕ is the solid volume fraction and ϕmax and ϕmin are model parameters.  As for the 182 
other model parameters, ϕmax and ϕmin are determined by fitting Equation (4) to 183 
experimental data using a classical least squares method for the range of inertial numbers 184 
that were explored. 185 
 186 
2.4. Experimental evaluation of flow of MCC spheres from a hopper 187 
The flow behavior of the VIVAPUR MCC spheres 500 in a hopper was studied experimentally 188 
using a unit with the same dimensions as the one used for testing sifting segregation 189 
described in ASTM D6940-03 (2003).  As shown in Figure 2 (top), this unit features a hopper 190 
with an upper cylindrical part with a height of 127 mm and a converging section with a 191 
height of 36 mm. The diameter of the upper cylindrical part is Dc = 127 mm, while the 192 
diameter of the hopper outlet is Do = 25 mm. 193 
In the experiments, 1000 g of MCC spheres was filled into the hopper.  At a certain point in 194 
time the hopper outlet was opened and the powder allowed to flow out into a bowl that was 195 
placed on a balance (K-SFS-24I/24N, Coperion K-Tron, Niederlenz, Switzerland). It was 196 
assumed that the weight recorded by the balance (K-Sampler, Coperion K-Tron, Niederlenz, 197 
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Switzerland) at any point in time corresponded to the amount of powder in the bowl. In this 198 
manner, the discharged mass as a function of time was measured.  While the balance 199 
reports the weight only one time per second, the reported weight is actually the average of 200 
approximately 200 measurements during that second. 201 
 202 
2.5. Selection of confinement pressure for steady shear experiments 203 
For the present hopper, the MCC spheres are expected to exhibit funnel flow and the stress 204 
in the converging section of the hopper can therefore not be estimated using Jenike's 205 
methodology for mass flow bins (Jenike, 1961).  Instead, we therefore estimate the stress in 206 
the upper cylindrical part of the hopper using Janssen's equation (Janssen, 1895), which may 207 
be expressed 208 
   
     
     
                   (5), 209 
where Pv is the vertical pressure, ρ0 is the bulk density,  g = 9.81 m/s
2 is the acceleration due 210 
to gravity, Dc is the diameter of the upper cylindrical part of the hopper, kJ is the stress ratio, 211 
µW is the coefficient of wall friction, and z is the distance below the surface of the powder 212 
bed.  For the purposes of this work, it is assumed that kJ = 0.4 since this value is applicable to 213 
many materials (Jenike et al., 1973). 214 
 215 
2.6. Prediction of discharge rate using Beverloo correlation 216 
For particles that are large enough that aerodynamic drag is not significant, the Beverloo 217 
correlation (Beverloo et al., 1961) can be used to predict the discharge rate.  The Beverloo 218 
correlation is an almost universal characteristic for gravity flow of granular materials through 219 
orifices.  It may be written  220 
               
        (6), 221 
where   is the mass flow rate, Do is diameter of the hopper outlet, and C and k are 222 
constants.  It has been found that C is approximately 0.58 (Nedderman et al., 1982) while k 223 
depends on the material and is between approximately 1 and 3 (Spink and Nedderman, 224 
1978).  225 
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Since the weight recorded by the balance used in the experiments actually is a moving 226 
average over a 1-second period, a similar average is calculated to predict the discharged 227 
mass fraction based on Equation (6).   This procedure does not have a significant effect on 228 
the results but contributes to making the prediction of the discharged mass fraction 229 
smoother towards the beginning and the end of the discharge process. 230 
 231 
2.7. Simulation of hopper discharge using the µ(I)-rheology model 232 
Since the hopper outlet is much larger than the particle diameter, continuum modelling of 233 
the discharge process is justifiable. As in the work of Lagrée et al. (2011) and Staron et al. 234 
(2012, 2014), continuum simulations using a Volume-Of-Fluid framework (VOF) are carried 235 
out. The VOF method is a single-fluid framework in which the actual presence of two fluids is 236 
modeled by introducing the volume fraction of each component and a procedure to track 237 
the interface between the components. That is, in the VOF method the location of the 238 
interface between the components is not imposed but rather captured by solving its 239 
transport equation. In this case, the first fluid component is the MCC powder (including the 240 
interstitial air) while the other one is the surrounding air. Although the air has no or almost 241 
no effect on the powder phase for the present MCC spheres, it has to be included because 242 
something must occupy the part of the domain where there are no particles. The 243 
constitutive behavior of the MCC powder is characterized by a (I)-rheology model.  Note 244 
that the mass and momentum conservation equations to be solved within the framework 245 
are not given here, since they have the same structure as the Navier-Stokes equations. The 246 
only difference is that the viscosity now depends on the pressure and strain-rate.  247 
Following Jop et al. (2006), Lagrée et al. (2011) and Staron et al. (2012, 2014), Equation (2) is 248 
generalized to complex flow configurations, where stresses may not be spatially uniform, by 249 
modeling the viscosity of the granular matter, ηMCC, by 250 
          
    
  
         (7), 251 
where p is the pressure and the inertial number is defined using 252 
  
   
    
       (8). 253 
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In Equations (7) and (8),           is the second invariant of the strain rate tensor, 254 
which is merely a measure of the strain or shear rate that has been generalized to complex 255 
three-dimensional flows.  In this generalized µ(I)-rheology model it is assumed that the 256 
strain rate tensor and the deviatoric part of the overall stress tensor are codirectional.  257 
For the simulations in this work, the viscosity and density of the air phase are assumed to be 258 
1.80×10-5 Pa∙s and 1.22 kg/m3, respectively.  As Equation (7) indicates, the present 259 
framework uses a fluid with a very high viscosity to model a solid-like behavior.  To avoid 260 
numerical instabilities that may arise when the strain rate is small, the viscosity of the 261 
granular phase is bounded by                  , where H is the initial depth of the 262 
powder bed, as suggested by Lagrée et al. (2011).  It has been verified that the results 263 
presented in this work are not sensitive to this upper bound of the viscosity.  264 
Although it is straightforward to measure the angle of wall friction, we are interested in 265 
determining to what extent the wall boundary condition affects the flow behavior.  We 266 
therefore follow Staron et al. (2012) and carry out simulations using the two limiting wall 267 
boundary conditions of no-slip and free-slip.  Note that, in both cases, the behavior of the 268 
powders is expected to be governed primarily by local conditions created by the outlet of a 269 
hopper, since the velocities far from that region will be very small or zero for both types of 270 
boundary conditions.   271 
The axisymmetric computational domain is shown in Figure 2 (top). The mass and 272 
momentum conservation equations are discretized on a co-located grid using a second-order 273 
upwind scheme for the convection terms and a second-order central-differencing scheme 274 
for the diffusion terms. The pressure-velocity coupling algorithm is SIMPLE, and the pressure 275 
interpolation scheme is PRESTO! (Patankar, 1980). The volume fraction advection equation is 276 
discretized using a geometrical reconstruction scheme. The computational mesh, for which 277 
the results are presented if not stated otherwise, is shown in Figure 2 (bottom).  The 278 
simulations are performed using ANSYS® Fluent 17.2.0 with the µ(I)-rheology model 279 
implemented via user-defined functions. 280 
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 281 
 282 
 283 
Figure 2: Top: The computational domain.  The domain is axisymmetric, but here it is mirrored about 284 
the symmetry axis for purposes of illustration. Bottom: The mesh used in the simulations contains 285 
22,023 cells. Most of them are perfect squares but number of non-square hexahedral cells are 286 
necessary because of the angles in the funnel. The resolution x is in the range [2.2, 4.1] mm and 287 
satisfies the requirements of VOF. The figure on the right magnifies the region close to an inclined 288 
wall of the hopper. 289 
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The temporal discretization of all equations is first-order implicit, except for the volume 290 
fraction advection equation that uses an explicit time stepping. We have seen in our 291 
simulations that the shape of the interface changes significantly during the discharge 292 
process, and adaptive time stepping controlled via the largest global cell Courant number is 293 
therefore employed. As a consequence, the typical time steps are in the interval 10-5 – 10-4 s. 294 
The simulations typically exhibit an induction period before any appreciable flow begins. 295 
During this period numerical errors result in a fluctuation in the powder velocity and velocity 296 
gradient that causes an increase in the inertial number, a decrease in the effective viscosity 297 
of the granular phase, and, consequently, an increase in the flow rate. The duration of this 298 
induction period depends on the time stepping and, to a lesser extent, the grid resolution 299 
and is thus not physical. After this initial phase, the flow behavior is not sensitive to the 300 
numerical details and may thus be compared to the experimental data.   Also for these 301 
predictions of the discharged mass fraction, a moving average is calculated for a one-to-one 302 
comparison to the experimental data. 303 
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the numerical framework used here is similar to the one 304 
used to describe flows that are governed by the classical single-phase Navier-Stokes 305 
equations. If this framework can be successfully applied also in this case, it obviously has the 306 
important implication that there is no need for developing new numerical schemes or 307 
undertaking any special measures to carry out the simulations.  308 
 309 
3. Results 310 
3.1. Material properties 311 
The bulk density was determined to be ρ0 = 900 kg/m
3.   Figure 3 shows a SEM image of a 312 
sample of the VIVAPUR MCC Spheres 500.  As Figure 3 indicates, the particles are neither 313 
perfectly spherical nor monodisperse.  Figure 4 shows the particle size distribution.  The 314 
median particle diameter (D50) was determined to be d = 660 µm, but the particle size 315 
distribution is fairly broad and spans from approximately 500 µm to 900 µm.  For this range 316 
of particle sizes, the sphericity and aspect ratio were determined to be approximately 0.9 317 
and 0.7, respectively.  Although there is a distribution of particle sizes and shapes, it is 318 
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important to note that the rheological characterization of the material implicitly includes any 319 
effects due to the particle size and shape distribution. 320 
1.  321 
Figure 3: SEM image of the VIVAPUR MCC Spheres 500. 322 
 323 
 324 
Figure 4.  The cumulative particle size distribution of VIVAPUR MCC Spheres 500 used in this 325 
work. 326 
 327 
Using a particle density of ρ = 1500 kg/m3 (Rowe et al., 2009), the imposed pressure of 400 328 
Pa and the range of shear rates from 0.002 to 95 s-1 is found to correspond to inertial 329 
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numbers in the range between 10-6  and 0.1; this range covers a wide range of regimes of 330 
granular flow, from quasi-static (in which powders have a solid-like behavior) to liquid-like. 331 
The latter regime can be characterized by particles moving in such a way that their contacts 332 
are not long-lasting, but also that the state of a granular gas is not yet reached (Forterre and 333 
Pouliquen, 2008).  334 
Figure 5 shows the effective friction coefficient for the MCC spheres as a function of the 335 
inertial number I.  The friction coefficient tends to a value of 0.401 for low inertial numbers 336 
and increases as the inertial number increases.  As Figure 5 shows, the experimental data is 337 
well described using Equation (3) with μS = 0.401, μ2 = 0.908 and I0 = 0.0465.   It would 338 
obviously be of interest to characterize the material at higher inertial numbers than 339 
approximately 0.1.  However, as we will see, such a characterization is not critical for the 340 
prediction of the present discharge experiments. 341 
Using the dimensions of the hopper and the bulk density of the powder, the total depth of 342 
the powder bed can be estimated to be  H = 109 mm, which implies that the transition 343 
between the upper cylindrical part of the hopper and the converging section is 72 mm below 344 
the surface of the powder bed.  At this transition, the pressure in the upper cylindrical part 345 
of the hopper obtained using Equation (5) is between 400 Pa and 600 Pa for µW < 1.  The 346 
experimental characterization of the rheology of the material was thus carried out at a 347 
relevant pressure. 348 
 349 
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 350 
Figure 5: The friction coefficient as a function of the inertial number for VIVAPUR MCC Spheres 500. 351 
The solid line represents our fit of the data to the model of Jop et al. (2006). 352 
 353 
Figure 6 shows the solids volume fraction as a function of the inertial number, i.e. the 354 
dynamic dilatancy law. The latter law implies that an increase in the flow rate leads to a 355 
decrease in the packing fraction of the powder: the material dilates under flow.  The data 356 
can be described using Equation (5) with with ϕmax = 0.632 and ϕmin = 0.443.   357 
The increase of the friction coefficient and the decrease of the solids volume fraction for 358 
moderate values of the inertial number show the usual behavior of granular materials under 359 
shear flow and is similar to other experimental and numerical studies on dry (Fall et al., 360 
2015; GDR Midi, 2004; Hatano 2007; Jop et al., 2006) and wet grains (Berger et al., 2015; 361 
Khamseh et al., 2015).  The results in Figures 5 and 6 can be combined to show a linear 362 
decrease in the effective friction coefficient with an increase in the solid volume fraction, 363 
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which is a very strong result for dry, partially wet, or fully wet granular materials regardless 364 
of the particle size (Rognon et al., 2008). 365 
 366 
 367 
Figure 6: Dynamic dilatancy law - the solid volume fraction as a function of the inertial number for 368 
VIVAPUR MCC Spheres 500. The solid line represents the fit of the data to the model of da Cruz et al. 369 
(2005). 370 
 371 
3.2. Hopper discharge 372 
Figure 7 shows the simulated and the measured discharge mass fractions as functions of 373 
time.  Figure 7 also shows the discharge rate that is predicted using the Beverloo correlation 374 
in Equation (6) using k = 1, which will be discussed in the next section. The simulated 375 
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discharge process agrees qualitatively with the measured one in that both the predictions 376 
and measurement show a constant discharge rate for the major portion of the discharge 377 
process. There is a very small difference between the results obtained for the two boundary 378 
conditions, which is in agreement with the observation made by Staron et al. (2012). Also, 379 
for both boundary conditions the hopper is emptied completely.   380 
 381 
 382 
Figure 7: The discharge of MCC spheres from the hopper as a function of time. The error bars 383 
represent the experimental uncertainty as quantified by one standard deviation based upon three 384 
replicates.  Note the correct prediction of the discharge rate obtained using the Beverloo correlation 385 
with k=1. 386 
 387 
Figure 8 shows the simulated volume fraction distribution at three instants in time during 388 
discharge of the MCC spheres from the hopper. For the no-slip wall boundary condition, the 389 
figure reveals that the shape of the free surface in the hopper is in reasonable agreement 390 
with experimental observations in that there is a small but noticeable characteristic dip 391 
(sink) in the surface. Interestingly, that sink is not present or barely present for the case of 392 
the free-slip wall boundary condition. This difference in the shape of the surface for the two 393 
boundary conditions is in contrast to the results obtained by Staron et al. (2012), who found 394 
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that the shape of the surface differed mainly near the wall. The difference is not surprising, 395 
however, since Staron and coworkers studied a two-dimensional silo with a ratio of the 396 
upper width to the orifice width of approximately 6, whereas we study an axisymmetric 397 
hopper for which the ratio between the diameter of the upper cylinder and the outlet is 398 
approximately 10. In addition, Staron et al. (2012) studied a different material. The material 399 
behaves slightly differently between the two boundary conditions at the bottom of the 400 
container too, but a heap of material is formed at the bottom of the container in both cases.  401 
In this context we note that numerical artefacts inherent to the implemented interface-402 
capturing method affect the shape of the pile below the hopper. We have not focused on 403 
resolving these issues since these numerical artefacts affect neither the flow pattern in the 404 
hopper nor the discharge rate. 405 
 406 
 407 
Figure 8: The simulated discharge of MCC 500 spheres from the hopper as a function of time (top: no-408 
slip boundary condition at the walls, bottom: free-slip boundary condition at the walls). Blue: MCC 409 
particles, red: air. The droplet-like features on the bottom corners of the container for the free-slip 410 
boundary condition at t = 0.5 s are numerical artefacts that typically are obtained when using a VOF 411 
method. 412 
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The fact that the no-slip boundary condition results in a higher discharge rate is explained by 413 
noting that different velocity fields induce different viscosity fields.  In the simulation that 414 
employs a free-slip boundary condition, the top section of the granular bed moves as a solid-415 
like region for the first one or two seconds, as evidenced by the almost flat gas-solid 416 
interface at the top of the powder for this boundary condition (see Figure 8).  The difference 417 
in the velocity fields also reveal in important difference between the two boundary 418 
conditions: as indicated in Figure 9, the free-slip boundary condition predicts a velocity field 419 
that is reminiscent of a so-called radial velocity field that is associated with mass flow bins 420 
(Jenike, 1961), whereas the no slip boundary condition predicts a velocity field that more 421 
closely resembles funnel flow.  In this regard, the results obtained using the no-slip boundary 422 
condition are in better agreement with the experimental data.  In connection with Figure 9, 423 
it is interesting to note that the discharge rate is so similar for the two boundary conditions 424 
despite the large difference between the velocity fields.   425 
 426 
 427 
Figure 9: The velocity magnitude in the MCC powder at different points in time during the discharge 428 
process for the no-slip and free-slip wall boundary conditions. For the purpose of visualization, the 429 
color scale is saturated at 0.75 m/s, meaning that the actual velocities in the funnel outlet may be 430 
slightly higher. The simulations are carried out with a mesh resolution shown in Figure 2 (bottom). 431 
 432 
In order to understand the different regimes of granular flow present in various regions of 433 
the hopper, the predicted viscosity (Equation (7)) at different points in time during the 434 
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discharge process is shown in Figure 10 (for the no-slip boundary condition).  It is 435 
straightforward to identify three regions of flow in the hopper with markedly different 436 
viscosities: a low-viscosity region close to the outlet where the granular material behaves 437 
like a gas, a medium-viscosity region above the outlet where the material behaves like a 438 
liquid, and a high-viscosity region close to the inclined walls where the granular material 439 
behaves more like a solid. This behavior obviously results in steep velocity gradients in the 440 
hopper, as seen in Figure 9.  441 
 442 
 443 
Figure 10: The viscosity at different points in time during the discharge process of MCC powders for 444 
the no-slip wall boundary condition. The color scale is logarithmic, with an upper-bound value of 445 
                  (Lagree et al., 2011). The simulations are carried out with a mesh resolution 446 
shown in Figure 2 (bottom). 447 
 448 
Lastly, Figure 11 shows the inertial number in the granular phase at different points in time 449 
during the discharge process. There is a wide range in the inertial number, which varies from 450 
approximately 10-8 to 102.  In this context, we note that the effective friction coefficient has 451 
a low inertial number asymptote for I < 10-3 and a high inertial number asymptote for I > 1.  452 
Figure 11 shows that the regions where the inertial number is high (I > 1) correspond to 453 
regions where the material has a low viscosity. Conversely, the regions where the inertial 454 
number is low (I < 10-3) correspond to regions where the viscosity is high. As already noted, 455 
the inertial number just above the outlet is approximately 0.5, which is slightly higher than 456 
the maximum inertial number for which it was possible to characterize the material using 457 
the technique described in this work.  Developing a technique that allows for 458 
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characterization at higher inertial numbers is obviously of general interest, and in this case it 459 
would improve the reliability of the parameter µ2.  However, in the case of discharge of the 460 
present MCC spheres from this specific hopper, we have carried out simulations that show 461 
that the discharge rate is not particularly sensitive to the value of this parameter. 462 
 463 
Figure 11: The predicted inertial number at several instants in time during the discharge process of 464 
MCC powders for the no-slip wall boundary condition. The values of the inertial number identify 465 
different regimes of granular flow in the hopper (solid-like, liquid-like and gas-like). The simulations 466 
are carried out with a mesh resolution shown in Figure 2 (bottom). 467 
 468 
4. Discussion 469 
While there is qualitative agreement between the predicted and measured discharge 470 
processes, the predicted discharge rate does not agree quantitatively with the measured 471 
discharge rate. To facilitate a comparison between the discharge rates, the mean discharge 472 
rates during the steady phase have been extracted and are presented in Table 1 along with 473 
the discharge rate predicted using the Beverloo correlation in Equation (6).  The discharge 474 
rate predicted by the Beverloo correlation depends slightly on the value of k, but for 1 < k < 475 
3, Table 1 shows, that the discharge rate is predicted better using the Beverloo correlation 476 
than the discharge simulation based on the µ(I)-rheology model. 477 
 478 
Table 1.  The measured and predicted discharge rate during the steady phase. 479 
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Case Discharge rate during the steady phase [g/s] 
Experiment 161 
Beverloo, k=1 151 
Beverloo, k=3 131 
Simulation, free-slip 253 
Simulation, no-slip 302 
Simulation, no-slip refined 222 
 480 
In the literature, the Beverloo scaling is sometimes attributed to the so-called Janssen effect 481 
(Ovarlez et al., 2003 and Sperl, 2006), i.e. that friction at the wall prevents the lower region 482 
of the hopper or silo from sensing the weight of the material. While this certainly is true in 483 
the static case, the results presented here show that the Janssen effect may not be 484 
responsible for the Beverloo scaling. The discharge rate is rather controlled by the 485 
mechanism that drives the grains out of the container: the acceleration due to the gravity. In 486 
particular, Figure 7 shows that a constant discharge rate is obtained even when there is no 487 
friction at the wall, i.e. for the free-slip boundary condition. The results presented here are 488 
thus consistent with the conclusion of Staron et al. (2012), who suggested that the Beverloo 489 
scaling results from the yield stress properties of the material. 490 
We will now turn to a discussion on the general suitability of the present framework to 491 
simulate the discharge from a hopper and on how the agreement between the experiments 492 
and predictions can be improved.  Our work shows that in the regions where the material is 493 
predicted to have a very low viscosity, i.e. the regions where the inertial number is very high, 494 
the model is not expected to be valid since the material behaves like a granular gas. In the 495 
present case and most likely many other cases, this may not be much of an issue since the 496 
flow pattern in any case is dominated by the behavior in regions where the viscosity is high. 497 
More importantly, however, the present model is also not expected to be valid in the regions 498 
where the material is predicted to have a very high viscosity, i.e. in the regions where the 499 
material behavior is solid-like. In the present implementation of the model, this behavior has 500 
been approximated using a very high viscosity; the results indicate that a reasonable 501 
prediction of the discharge behavior in this case is obtained despite this simplifying 502 
assumption. In other cases, however, a more accurate description of the material behavior 503 
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in these regions may be required.  As noted by Jop et al. (2006), developing a predictive 504 
capability for the transition between the solid-like and liquid-like behavior at low inertial 505 
numbers can be challenging and it is likely that information on the level of a single particle 506 
becomes important. Although it is an open question how to include these solid-like regions 507 
and their possible behaviors in a continuum description of powder flow, the recent work of 508 
Kamrin and Koval (2012) and Henann and Kamrin (2013) to develop a grain-size-dependent 509 
model is very encouraging. 510 
A straightforward step in obtaining better agreement between the simulated and 511 
experimental results is to refine the computational mesh. This type of action exposes one 512 
important feature of the numerical framework:  while it is possible to obtain a solution that 513 
shows better agreement with the measurements than the one shown in Figure 7, we have 514 
not been able to perform simulations using increasingly fine computational grids to obtain a 515 
grid-independent discharge rate.  In other words, we have indeed found that the 516 
experimental discharge rate can be better reproduced when employing a finer grid 517 
resolution. One such example is shown in Figure 12, in which the mesh resolution is twice as 518 
fine as the one shown in Figure 2 (bottom). However, the simulations produce physically 519 
unrealistic predictions as the grid resolution increases beyond some critical point. These 520 
observations agree with the analysis of Barker et al. (2015), who showed that the model is 521 
ill-posed. That is, as the grid is refined, short-wavelength disturbances grow without bound 522 
and render the solution physically meaningless, in contrast to convergence with respect to 523 
increasing mesh resolution that is expected for models that are mathematically sound.   To 524 
address this issue, Barker and Gray (2017) proposed a regularized version of the µ(I)-525 
rheology model. Although an evaluation of the regularized model is very interesting, it is 526 
beyond the scope of the present study.  In a forthcoming work, we aim to perform a more 527 
comprehensive investigation into the model behavior at very fine mesh resolution in order 528 
to explore this issue further. 529 
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 530 
Figure 12: The simulated discharge of MCC spheres from the hopper as a function of time (no-slip 531 
boundary condition at the walls). The refined mesh-case uses a resolution that is twice as fine as that 532 
shown in Figure 2 (bottom). The error bars represent the experimental uncertainty as quantified by 533 
one standard deviation based upon three replicates. 534 
 535 
In addition to problems related to the ill-posedness of the current µ(I)-model in describing 536 
the rheology of the granular material, there are additional limitations in the present 537 
implementation of the model. For example, the VOF method does not consider changes in 538 
the solids volume volume fraction, which have an effect on the effective friction coefficient.  539 
In addition, the VOF method does not take into account the flow of the continuous fluid 540 
through the powder and the corresponding momentum transfer between the phases (i.e. 541 
the interphase drag). To establish a predictive capability that is generally applicable, it is 542 
necessary to include this interaction. Including a granular phase in which the volume fraction 543 
of the powder is allowed to vary and that includes interphase drag may not be very 544 
important for the flow of the present MCC spheres from an open-ended hopper but may be 545 
more important in other situations. For example, for powder flow from an intermediate bulk 546 
container in a fully contained pharmaceutical manufacturing process there is a backflow of 547 
air that can affect the discharge rate and lead to segregation. Including these effects is 548 
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therefore particularly relevant for many pharmaceutical materials, which often have a 549 
particle size that is on the order of 10 - 100 µm and for which aerodynamic drag can be 550 
expected to be important. 551 
 552 
5. Conclusions 553 
This work shows that the rheology of a typical pharmaceutical material can be measured 554 
using a slightly modified annular shear rheometer and that the results can be interpreted in 555 
terms of the μ(I)-rheology model. It is demonstrated that this model, implemented in a VOF 556 
framework, is capable of qualitatively predicting the discharge of VIVAPUR MCC Spheres 500 557 
from a small-scale hopper. 558 
While the experimental data as well as the model prediction show constant discharge rates, 559 
there is a discrepancy in the value of the discharge rate.  In an attempt to find a grid-560 
independent discharge rate for a quantitative comparison with experimental data, it is found 561 
that the predicted discharge process becomes physically unrealistic as the grid resolution is 562 
increased beyond some critical point. These observations agree with the analysis due to 563 
Barker et al. (2015), who found that the model is inherently ill-posed. 564 
Lastly, it is argued that a generally applicable implementation of the model must include a 565 
powder phase in which the powder volume fraction can vary as well as interphase drag and 566 
the effect of the interstitial air.  While interphase drag may not be very important for the 567 
flow of the present MCC spheres, it is expected to be important for a majority of 568 
pharmaceutical powders. 569 
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Figure captions 
Figure 1: Sketch of a modified Malvern Kinexus rheometer used in this work for characterizing 
pharmaceutical powders (Fall et al., 2015). 
Figure 2: Top: The computational domain.  The domain is axisymmetric, but here it is mirrored about 
the symmetry axis for purposes of illustration. Bottom: The mesh used in the simulations contains 
22,023 cells. Most of them are perfect squares but number of non-square hexahedral cells are 
necessary because of the angles in the funnel. The resolution x is in the range [2.2, 4.1] mm and 
satisfies the requirements of VOF. The figure on the right magnifies the region close to an inclined 
wall of the hopper. 
Figure 3: SEM image of the VIVAPUR MCC Spheres 500. 
Figure 4.  The cumulative particle size distribution of VIVAPUR MCC Spheres 500 used in this work. 
Figure 5: The friction coefficient as a function of the inertial number for VIVAPUR MCC Spheres 500. 
The solid line represents our fit of the data to the model of Jop et al. (2006). 
Figure 6: Dynamic dilatancy law - the solid volume fraction as a function of the inertial number for 
VIVAPUR MCC Spheres 500. The solid line represents the fit of the data to the model of da Cruz et al. 
(2005). 
Figure 7: The discharge of MCC spheres from the hopper as a function of time. The error bars 
represent the experimental uncertainty as quantified by one standard deviation based upon three 
replicates.  Note the correct prediction of the discharge rate obtained using the Beverloo correlation 
with k=1. 
Figure 8: The simulated discharge of MCC 500 spheres from the hopper as a function of time (top: 
no-slip boundary condition at the walls, bottom: free-slip boundary condition at the walls). Blue: 
MCC particles, red: air. The droplet-like features on the bottom corners of the container for the free-
slip boundary condition at t = 0.5 s are numerical artefacts that typically are obtained when using a 
VOF method. 
Figure 9: The velocity magnitude in the MCC powder at different points in time during the discharge 
process for the no-slip and free-slip wall boundary conditions. For the purpose of visualization, the 
color scale is saturated at 0.75 m/s, meaning that the actual velocities in the funnel outlet may be 
slightly higher. The simulations are carried out with a mesh resolution shown in Figure 2 (bottom). 
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Figure 10: The viscosity at different points in time during the discharge process of MCC powders for 
the no-slip wall boundary condition. The color scale is logarithmic, with an upper-bound value of 
                  (Lagree et al., 2011). The simulations are carried out with a mesh 
resolution shown in Figure 2 (bottom). 
Figure 11: The predicted inertial number at several instants in time during the discharge process of 
MCC powders for the no-slip wall boundary condition. The values of the inertial number identify 
different regimes of granular flow in the hopper (solid-like, liquid-like and gas-like). The simulations 
are carried out with a mesh resolution shown in Figure 2 (bottom). 
Figure 12: The simulated discharge of MCC spheres from the hopper as a function of time (no-slip 
boundary condition at the walls). The refined mesh-case uses a resolution that is twice as fine as that 
shown in Figure 2 (bottom). The error bars represent the experimental uncertainty as quantified by 
one standard deviation based upon three replicates. 
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 Table 1.  The measured and predicted discharge rate during the steady phase. 
Case Discharge rate during the steady phase [g/s] 
Experiment 161 
Beverloo, k=1 151 
Beverloo, k=3 131 
Simulation, free-slip 253 
Simulation, no-slip 302 
Simulation, no-slip refined 222 
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